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1 Wave of Transition 

Internet
Supply
Ratio

S  o  u  t  h   K  o  r  e  a
World No. 1 connection society

삼성 19.2%애플 15% ▲기타

Resource: Pew Research Center

Market Share of Smartphone Companies in 2018

The charging of Huawei and Xiaomi

Huawei, Xiaomi, and Oppo 25.4% 
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2 Pursuing Creativity and
Innovation According to the Changes in 
Reading Environment

What is the 4th Industrial Revolution?

Industry 3.0

First programmable
logic controller (PLC).
Use of electronics
and IT for further

automation

Industry 4.0

Based on cyber-
physical systems 

(linking real objects
with information
processing/virtual

objects via the internet)

Industry 2.0

First production line.
Mass production
using electrical

energy.

Industry 1.0

The mechanical 
weaving loom, 

water and steam power

1784 1870 1969 Today
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Transition in the Industrial Revolution

Tangible Economy Intangible Economy

Resource Centered Data Centered

Separation between Demand and Supply Linkage between Demand and Supply

Efficiency Innovation

Gradual innovation Disruptive innovation

Owned Economy Sharing Economy

What is the 4th Industrial Revolution?
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Pursuing Creativity and Innovation According to the 
Changes in Reading Environment

Pursuing Creativity and Innovation According to the 
Changes in Reading Environment
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The Objective of Korean Education Curriculum

To develop 
creative convergence talent

To establish a learner-centered integrated 
environment that lead outcomes of unaffected 

individual thinking 

Digital technology development

Maker movement

Introduction of makerspace

Need for a makerspace in the library

Preservation and expansion of knowledge

Traditional role of library

Using digital devices such as 3D printer, laser cutter, application 

software, etc.

Producing knowledge, creativity, collaboration, etc.

Spatial 
Paradigm

Change
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What is makerspace?

A makerspace is defined in various ways such as ‘a space where users can create, make and solve problems and acquire new skills’, ‘a space of 

learning together through experiment and play’, ‘collaborative space for tinkering, experimenting and creating’, and ‘Do It Yourself (DIY) form 

of a hackerspace’. 

A makerspace is a workspace where users can use 3D model files and a variety of materials to instantly create and print desired objects.

Need for a makerspace in the library

The era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution is an era where technological revolution through convergence such as AI, robots, IoT, big data and 

sharing economy dominates everyday life. This era needs talented people with creative thinking skills. 

The Korean government has focused on policy competencies in building four innovation bases for innovation growth and has established a 

‘Plan to Expand a Korean Version of Makerspace’ as a ‘base for innovation growth’ by setting a budget of KRW 32.8 billion in 2018 with a 

plan to build 350 general labs and 17 professional labs by 2022.

The government announced an action plan for building infrastructure and spreading cultural base such as expanding experiential content and 

providing a start-up base for people.
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The Arrival of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the Changing Role of the Library 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution

Creative thinking

Need of talent
Rising of the need for establishing 
makerspaces in libraries to promote creativity 
and to spread maker movement and maker 
culture

A base for innovation growth

Expand a Korean version of makerspace

Why do we need makerspaces in public libraries?

Public libraries have traditionally provided a diverse range of reading and cultural programs and are well suited to providing services that are 

converted or developed into high-tech services such as a makerspace that combines computer, information technology and digital technology. 

Public libraries in Korea can be an optimal platform for makerspace. 

There are more than 1,000 public libraries all over the country that open on weekends, have users of all ages, and have excellent physical and 

emotional accessibility (Shim, Won-sik, 2018).

The validity begins not only with the learning effectiveness through 

making and special effectiveness that generates creativity and knowledge, 

but also the need of educational space to learn digital literacy which is one of the library goals. 
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Public libraries in Korea have a mission to support all local residents, including the information-poor class to experience the rapidly evolving 

information innovation and technology and to be educated as a citizen who can prepare for future society. 

Based on this mission, the makerspaces in public libraries need to set goals and functions to provide local residents with programs and 

services that can be linked to start-up opportunities by enhancing their creativity and problem-solving skills, providing opportunities for 

voluntary experiential learning, fostering creative talents through cooperation and sharing to prepare for convergence-based future society, 

and providing lifelong learning opportunities. 

Therefore, the goal of the public library makerspace can be set as ‘cultivating talent for future society by promoting maker culture’ .

Why do we need makerspaces in public libraries?

Main Functions of the library makerspace

One of the main functions of the library makerspace is to offer services and programs as an educational space for digital literacy that provides new knowledge, 

information and technical education required for the rapidly changing information technology in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution; and to provide citizens 

with digital literacy education to support their activities as a tech-maker. 

In other words, rather not simply being a space with specific devices such as 3D printer and digital media, makerspaces can be linked to the expanded concept of user 

education traditionally provided by the library that provides information sources for people to experiment, create and learn and introduces open source software.

Creativity is never learned in a short period of time. It is influenced by education and social environment, and a lot of time and efforts are required in most cases. For 

the makerspace programs in public libraries to be theme-centered and problem-oriented rather than a simple equipment-based, they need to be linked to the education 

to use library information and open source resources such as digital literacy education.

Function 1  Library as a digital literacy space
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Main Functions of the library makerspace

The nature of the maker culture is to create and experience information and ideas, share with others and make collaborations. Makerspaces

should facilitate this culture. 

The makerspace programs should be given as a collaborative learning process such as debate, discussion and presentation rather than a class 

focused on the lecturer. Makerspaces should provide programs and platforms to collaborate, share and learn. 

All forms of learning should pursue both self-learning in the form of DIY (Do It Yourself) and DIT (Do It Together) where learners can 

network, share, and solve problems together through platforms like maker fair and maker community.

Function 2  A space for sharing and collaboration

Main Functions of the library makerspace

The most important keyword of the maker culture is ‘creativity’. The objectives of makerspace programs should include the entire process of 

imagination, creation, collaboration, sharing and production to achieve the goal of fostering creative talent required by the era of the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution and the future society.

Function 3  A space for creative production 
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Cases of library makerspace operation 

In 2013, the Korea Science and Technology Foundation started to build an infrastructure base nationwide for a space called ‘Unlimited 

Imagination Lab’ through active involvement of relevant ministries. 

The Lab is a creative space installed in places such as science museums, libraries and community service centers, where people can discover 

creativity, imagination and ideas; and conduct experiments, make products or create UCCs and stories based on these ideas. 

In case of Korean public libraries, starting from 2013, 14 Unlimited Imagination Labs were installed in public libraries as makerspaces (as of 

December 2016), however, due to lake of budget and other reasons, only 2% out of 1,042 public libraries is operating the makerspace.

Cases of library makerspace operation - Gwangjin Information Library 

The Gwangjin Information Library is a representative library is one of the public libraries that initiated makerspace in 2013. 

The makerspace is currently called the ‘Web Cartoon Makerspace’. 

From 2013 onwards, Gwangjin Information Library has been operating programs like 3D modeling and printing, e-book storytelling studio, screenwriter training, drone 

programs, digital storytelling, smartphone film making, scenario creation, senior autobiography, Arduino training, automata maker, web cartoon creation, coding 

education and photo essay for children and young adults. 

The Library also supports the creative activities of women on career breaks and amateur creators through creative programs such as TV series, picture book and 

scenario writer training course and senior autobiography writing. 

From 2014 to 2017, 54 makerspace programs were operated with 13,275 participants, focusing on regular programs rather than one-off programs.
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Cases of library makerspace operation - Gwangjin Information Library 

Name of Program Content Target

Saturday 3D Workshop 3D Modeling and printing
Elementary 

school

Arduino Lamp Making Lamp making using Arduino program

Elementary
- Middle 
schools

Web Cartoon Creation
Web cartoon creation for beginners and 

intermediates

Screenwriter Training Course
Scenario writing using storytelling 

program

Senior Autobiography
Autobiography writing support for 
adults over 50 and book publishing

Adults

Web Cartoon Creation Web cartoon creation using its program

Makerspace Programs at Gwangjin Information Library

Cases of library makerspace operation - Gwangjin Information Library 
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

In accordance to prepare for the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Korean government revised the curriculum for primary and 

secondary schools in 2015. 

From 2017 onwards, the curriculum is being applied sequentially starting from primary schools. 

One of the major features is strengthening software (SW) education. As a result, primary school students of grades 5 and 6 will be learning 

coding as basic education from 2019 onwards. 

Middle school students have already started to learn coding in science and technology sessions from 2018 onwards.

1  Objectives and necessity of coding education

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

Coding education is a global trend nowadays. At the forefront of this trend, the UK announced ‘Computer Education Guidelines for Children’ 

in September 2013, and started to teach coding as a compulsory course in primary and secondary schools from fall semester in 2014 onwards.

This trend has led to a growing interest in coding among parents and students in Korea, but many parents feel lost because it is a type of 

education that their generation has not received. 

However, the most important thing is to overcome the vague fear and be aware of the genuine purpose and necessity of coding education.

1  Objectives and necessity of coding education
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

First, a ‘code’ is ‘a language in which a computer can understand’ and ‘a collection of procedures for performing a computer program’. 

‘Coding’ is another word for computer programming, which is entering commands in a language that the computer can understand, in other 

words, creating programs in computer languages such as C, Java, and Python. 

Coding is important because everything that represents the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, such as AI, IoT, intelligent robots, and big 

data analysis and utilization, is implemented through software based on information and communication technology (ICT).

What is coding?

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

Coding education is not simply about nurturing computer programmers. Rather, it is about developing the ability to discover a problem 

yourself, break it down into smaller units, and come up with solutions. 

Coding education helps to develop creativity to think for oneself, logical thinking ability to recognize a problem, and problem-solving skills. In 

other words, coding is about visioning the whole process of solving a problem and learning the process to actually solve it. 

What is the purpose of coding education? 
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

What is the purpose of coding education? 

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

In the digital age that we live now, creative thinking, also known as computational thinking (CT), is important. 

Computational thinking is the ability to simplify complex problems and solve them logically and efficiently, just as the way computers solve problems. 

It is a method of solving a problem by finding out the core principles of a problem situation, reconstructing them, and creating flowcharts. 

This involves collecting and manipulating data, breaking up a large problem into small problems, structuring and abstracting problems, and automating problem solving in order. In 

this process, students can develop their thinking skills, problem solving skills and creativity required in the digital era. 

Computational thinking is characterized by having the emphasis on human thinking. It involves thinking procedurally to effectively solve problems in the information age by using 

computers.

2 Coding teaching method
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

Therefore, coding education, especially for children, should focus on making computational thinking possible. 

Children should not be satisfied with simple functional outcomes of entering a program command ‘A’ and extracting an output ‘B’.

It is important to have children recognize that even with the same problem, the results can be obtained in a variety of ways, and the process of 

problem solving is more important than the correct answer itself.

To make the coding education effective, children should be encouraged to approach coding as ‘easy and fun play’.

2 Coding teaching method

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

‘Scratch’, one of the most popular coding practice programs, is useful not only because children can try coding work themselves, but a lso

because they can see various projects shared by many people. 

It is a program that stacks up blocks of commands and can be easily used at home and for coding education because it does not require a 

complex programming language. This program is widely used in Korea as a teaching tool for coding.

‘Scratch’ is an open source developed by the MIT Media Lab in 2006 as an education tool using game method for simple understanding of 

programming principles.

2 Coding teaching method
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

Screen image of ‘Scratch’ (Resource: naver) 

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

The program aims to encourage children and young adults to use the library and to provide a software education environment through coding 

and programming operations by running a science and technology convergence education program as an expansion of library services in 

response to the changing information and technology environment. 

Based on the talent donation of a coding club composed of Samsung Electronics employees, utilizing the NLCY’s coding materials, it is a 

hands-on program for enhancing creativity and reasoning skills that allow young adults to participate with interest. 

3 Cases of coding education programs
“Learning Creative Coding at the Library” 
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

The program runs on the third Saturday of each month from June to November, consisting of 20 elementary school students (grade 5-6) and middle school students. 

The training content consists of understanding and practice of the programming basics using coding-related materials, and the programming practice consists of training 

on software and hardware programs. 

In addition, students can experience programming education tools using Lego based on coding. 

The coding club that donates talent to this program is a voluntary organization called ‘Raines-Samsung Voluntainment’, which consists of 15 members who perform SW-

related jobs in Samsung Electronics.

3 Cases of coding education programs
“Learning Creative Coding at the Library” 

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

3 Cases of coding education programs
“Learning Creative Coding at the Library”

The programs were run twice in June and July, and the participant survey result showed a very high level of satisfaction. Please refer to the July 
program below. 

Time Content

09:00-
09:20

20 min Registration and watching the library promotional video

09:20-
09:30

10 min

09:30-
12:30

180 min

12:30-
12:40

10 min

July Coding Education Program at NLCY

Introduction of the library, program details and the time schedule

Training on Lego Mindstorm programming

Library facility tour
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

3 Cases of coding education programs
“Learning Creative Coding at the Library”

The program is run by a professional coding education instructor for elementary school students in grade 4 to 6 (15 students)

for two hours every Saturday for two months. 

The program runs with pictures of various themes.

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

3 Cases of coding education programs
“Fun Coding with Picture Books”
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

3 Cases of coding education programs : Gwangjin Information Library

“Fun Coding with Picture Books”

Project Title

Jul 21
- Introducing Scratch
- Motion block

- Creating a Scratch account
- Joining the online studio

Jul 28
- Shape block
- How to use images

Aug 4
- Pen block
- How to use Paint

Aug 11
- Event block
- How to use voice files 1

Details of Makerspace Programs at Gwangjin Information Library

- When I face the hurricane~

- Drawing with ice cream

- Throw a water balloon!

Date Content

Aug 18
- Data block
- Control block 1

Aug 25
- Control block 2
- How to use voice files 2

- Fireworks for everyone

- Swimming in a watermelon

Linked Book

It’s Okay to be 
Wrong 

Hurricane 

Ice Cream Summer

Magical Summer

Summer of 1964 

Watermelon 
Swimming Pool

Author | Makita Shinji 
Publisher | Toto books

Author | David Wisner
Publisher | Future M&B

Author | Peter Sys
Publisher | Sigongsa

Author | Fujiwara Kazue
Publisher | Aiseum

Author | Deborah Wiles
Publisher | Nurimbo

Author | Hello Moon
Publisher | Changbi

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

3 Cases of coding education programs : Gwangjin Information Library

“Fun Coding with Picture Books”

Project Title

Sep 1
- Observation block
- Debugging 1 - Swimming race

Sep 8
- Arithmetic operation 

block1
- Debugging 2

Sep 15
- Arithmetic operation 

block 2
- Story composition

Sep 29
- Making your own work
- Sharing your work

Details of Makerspace Programs at Gwangjin Information Library

- What happens if poop lightening 
strikes from the sky

- Flying with bats

- Creating my own fun project
- Having fun with everyone’s project

Date Content Linked Book

Watermelon 
Swimming Pool 

Poop Lightning 

Bats on the Beach

-

Author | Hello Moon
Publisher | Changbi

Author | Kim Hui-kyeong
Publisher | Four Seasons

Author | Brian Rice
Publisher | RH Korea

-
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Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

The rise of coding education

3 Cases of coding education programs : Gwangjin Information Library

“Fun Coding with Picture Books”

With the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, librarians working at libraries are also required to be able to respond to these changing trends. 

In response to these changes, the NLCY pursued a change in the training for librarians for children and young adults in 2018. Especially, the NLCY newly added courses 

on virtual reality (VR), 3D printer, robot, IoT, and design thinking in response to the changes in the digital environment. 

Design thinking takes on the thinking process of designers who solve problems through design. Design, which used to apply only to the product appearance, is now 

being applied to ‘everything that can satisfy the customer’. 

In other words, design thinking applies the sensitivity and thinking of designers over all stages of product development, planning, marketing and related services. 

By teaching the concept of design thinking to librarians, the NLCY wishes to foster creative and innovative thinking and work.  

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

Changes in librarian education
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The NLCY provided lectures on VR, 3D printer, robot and IoT through the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution Technology 

Workshop’ on Wednesday, April 18th and Thursday, April 19th. Through hands-on practice sessions, the NLCY cultivated the 

ability to cope with changes in the library environment caused by the development of technology in the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution. 

The NLCY will continue to develop various curricula to enable librarians to cope with the changing digital environment.

Library Education on Creativity and Innovation

Changes in librarian education

3 Spreading the Values of
Traditional Reading Education and 
Intergenerational Convergence
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The ‘Read Me a Book’ program is a nationwide reading campaign under the purpose to form a children’s learning habit 

which has been initiated by the NLCY in commemoration of the 2012 Year of Reading in Korea. 

The NLCY has distributed 11,031 yellow aprons to 1,379 libraries, including public libraries, small libraries and school 

libraries as part of the ‘Read Me a Book’ campaign. 

A total of 214 program operators completed the training course linked to the campaign, which covered the importance of 

book reading, effect and practice, strategies on how to choose books according to the developmental stages, and book reading 

practice.

Continuous Expansion of the ‘Read Me a Book’ Program

In particular, the NLCY test-operated an interactive program, ‘Read Me a Book at the Library’ for 33 times in 2017. 

The participant survey result showed that the performance program ran efficiently, audience response was good, and the 

satisfaction level reached up to 100%. 

Taking this further, in 2018, the NLCY selected 60 public libraries nationwide and is operating experience activities for 

children, such as a monopolylogue by a picture book author, singing along with book musicians, and interactive programs for 

children. The program schedule is as follows.

Continuous Expansion of the ‘Read Me a Book’ Program
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Continuous Expansion of the ‘Read Me a Book’ Program

2015
“Read Me 
a Book”

A plan has been established considering the five 
keywords

Joy of reading experience for children

Singing together with friends

Symbolize the yellow apron  as a reading person

Expanding the function of storytelling as an 
interactive activity through Monologue by authors

Continuous Expansion of the ‘Read Me a Book’ Program

Time Content Participant

5 min ‘Read Me a Book’ campaign role play
Operator (Librarian in charge), 

children and their families

20 min Singing children’s song together

30 min Monologue by a picture book author

30 min Interactive activity with writers

5 min Closing and photo opportunity

- Book signing event

‘Read Me a Book at the Library’ Program

Musicians

Picture book authors

Writers and children

-

-
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At the end of the year, participant survey is conducted to develop the program for the next year and to distribute yellow 

aprons

The NLCY is putting its efforts to build a basis to cultivate lifelong readers by providing opportunities to experience the joy of 

reading through the continuous expansion of the ‘Read Me a Book’ Program. The program that features awards for 

outstanding operator and site visits to the participating libraries.

Continuous Expansion of the ‘Read Me a Book’ Program

Currently, Korea is faced with a rapid population aging and a severely low birth 

rate.

In Korea, the aging society issue started in 2000 by 7.3% in aged population ratio, 

and it is expected to enter the aging society by 14.2% 

in 2017.

•The aged population refers to the population ages 65 and over.

7.3
9.3

11.3
13.2 13.6 14.2

2000 2005 2010 2015 2016 2017

Aging Society

Aged 
Society

Unit: %

23.0% 21.0% 19.1% 16.2% 13.9% 13.6% 13.3%

71.1% 71.7% 71.6% 72.5% 72.9% 72.8% 72.5%

5.9% 7.3% 9.3% 11.3% 13.2% 13.6% 14.2%

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2016 2017

Need for Intergenerational Communication Programs

Aged Population  ■

Productive Age Population ■

Youth Population ■

Aging Index ■

Population Structure and  Aging Index

Ratio Development of 
Population Ages 65 and Over

25.8 35.0 
48.6 

69.7 95.1 100.1 
107.3 
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Need for Intergenerational Communication Programs

The total birth rate (the average number of births expected of a woman between the ages of 15 and 49) reached a record low 

of 1.05 in 2017. 

In May 2018, the number of births dropped to 27,900. This was the first time that the number of births dropped below 

30,000 since 1981.

Korea is faced with serious aging and low fertility.

An overall solution is needed for this phenomenon is not simply a demographical issue, rather it affects the future society in a

big scale.  

Need for Intergenerational Communication Programs

In particular, aging is not just a matter of the elderly. It is important to identify conflicts between the elderly and other generations, and a new 

relationship to solve them. 

Aging is the problem of the entire society and the problem of the relationship between generations. As the aging progresses, the

intergenerational conflict will deepen (Han, Jeong-ran, 2002). 

This conflict between generations can be a driving force of historical development when the creative capacity of the new generation and the 

experience and knowledge of the old generation are in harmony. Intergenerational conflicts should be resolved gradually through mutual 

understanding and respect (Jung, Hong-sup, 2003).
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Need for Intergenerational Communication Programs

Mutual understanding and respect between generations can be solved by intergenerational communities. The aggravation of intergenerational 

conflict caused by the progress of aging society can be solved through intergenerational community education which aims to reduce 

misunderstandings and prejudices and to expand understanding through meaningful encounters and contacts between different generations.

Intergenerational community education should transform from just promoting intergenerational dialogue to improving mutual relationship 

among the young people, adults and the elderly. 

Libraries can play this role. Libraries have a special responsibility for social members as a social resource and there is a need to develop 

programs that promote intergenerational understanding, mutual support and care using the libraries’ rich infrastructure ( Ivanka, 2012).

Need for Intergenerational Communication Programs

Every time an old person dies,
a library burns to the ground.

- A quote by Amadou Hampâté Bâ the author of Mali, at the UNESCO speech (1962) -

http://www.google.co.kr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiOruGm4LDdAhX4CDQIHeD2Ck4QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.freebibledownload.net/TheHolySpiritSeries.htm&psig=AOvVaw3E-VPQgUETlHuy0dyqs1V8&ust=1536679732846951
http://www.google.co.kr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiOruGm4LDdAhX4CDQIHeD2Ck4QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.freebibledownload.net/TheHolySpiritSeries.htm&psig=AOvVaw3E-VPQgUETlHuy0dyqs1V8&ust=1536679732846951
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

The ‘Beautiful grandmothers who tell stories’ is a representative program for intergenerational communication in Korea being run nationwide as a reading education 

program. The ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’ program is a volunteer program to foster an upright character in growing children and to promote communication 

between generations. Female senior citizens, who have completed a certain curriculum, visit the early childhood educational institutes and tell traditional Korean stories 

and old stories about ancient sages that are fun and educational. 

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism established a project plan for this program in June 2009, and the Korean Studies Advancement Center began a pilot 

operation in March 2010 in 81 early childhood education institutes located in Daegu and Gyeongbuk provinces. As of July 2017, 2,600 senior citizens are providing 

services at 7,400 kindergartens and daycare centers.

1 ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

1 ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

The ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’ program is implemented in early childhood education institutes for 26 weeks from Apri l to December 

every year, with a maximum of three classes per day (about 20 minutes per class). 

The grandmothers tell the selected stories to children, according to the annual activity plan. 

220 stories are being told in nurseries and kindergartens, including 86 traditional Korean stories and 134 stories about ancient sages. 

The contents (topics) include good deed, wisdom, repayment of kindness, filial duties, love for the country, frugality, gratitude, fraternity and 

loyalty.

1 ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

1 ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

The grandmothers, directors of institutes, teachers and parents are all satisfied at the level of over 80% and the response from

the children is very positive, waiting for grandmothers to come every week. 

The ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’ program is becoming a representative intergenerational communication program for 

grandparents and children in Korea.

1 ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

1 ‘Lovely Grandmother’s Storytelling’
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

There are not many cases of running intergenerational reading programs in public libraries in Korea. 

The Jecheon Miracle Library is a one of the major public libraries that runs ‘Old Stories Told by Grandmas 

and Grandpas’ and ‘Watching Multimedia Story Books with Grandpas’.

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

The ‘Old Stories Told by Grandmas and Grandpas’ program is run by a club of senior citizens called the ‘Tiger pipe’. 

Formed in June 2004, the club carries out folk culture programs for children to reproduce the customs of the old ancestors that are being forgotten and to understand 

the cultural differences between generations. 

The club plays an important role in expanding communication and understanding between generations by telling old stories to children and cultivating literary skills 

and an upright character, and by encouraging children to understand the farming culture and pass on traditional cultural through folk programs. 

Currently, sixteen senior citizens are actively engaged in the club.

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

The ‘Watching Multimedia Story Books with Grandpas’ program was initiated in 2005 and has been continued since then. 

It runs every Sunday from 2 PM to 3 PM for children from the ages 5 to 12. This program aims to induce literary 

imagination, to encourage the interest of children, and learn lessons about the wisdom of old ancestors. 

This program is run by the ‘Tiger pipe’ club 45 times a year with 480 participants in average.

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

Children participating in this program can learn lessons and broaden their thinking by listening to the grandpas’ storytelling 

and telling their own thoughts, rather than simply watching stories in video. In addition, children can improve their 

understanding of media by comparing the differences between multimedia stories and picture books.

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library
Watching Multimedia Story Books with Grandpas 
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Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 

Cases of Intergenerational Reading Programs

2 Cases of public libraries : Jecheon Miracle Library 
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4 Conclusion:
Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and 
Innovation

Conclusion: Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and Innovation

It is very important to adapt to the digital environment quickly in a fast-changing era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

The NLCY secured a budget to build an exemplary makerspace within the NLCY building in 2019 to help children and 

young adults improve their creativity and problem-solving skills through the library amid the changes in digital environment 

due to the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

In 2019, the NLCY will be able to play a major role in helping children and young adults to develop creativity by 

establishing makerspace facilities and developing and operating high-quality programs.
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Conclusion: Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and Innovation

The world is changing rapidly. People are living in a flood of information changing more quickly than any 

wave of change in the past, and sometimes we find it difficult to adapt to these changes. 

While it is important to accept the changes in the digital environment, we must also retain the precious values 

that we pursue, which would include the value of traditional book reading.

Conclusion: Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and Innovation

It is most important to naturally provide children with an opportunity to feel the pleasure of reading from 

early childhood. 

For this, the NLCY is continuing its efforts to spread the ‘Read Me a Book’ program to give children the 

opportunity to experience the joy of reading from an early age through public libraries.
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Conclusion: Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and Innovation

In conclusion, the world-wide trend of 
coding education and makerspace is 
important,

but traditional book reading should 
support this as the foundation. 

Conclusion: Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and Innovation

Holding books in one hand

Using computer and smartphone with the other hand
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Conclusion: Seeking a Smooth Harmony of Tradition and Innovation

With an increased role, libraries can help children, young adults and 
parents live a happy life.

July 2018 | Montblanc
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July 2018 | Montblanc

July 2018 | Montblanc
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July 2018 | Montblanc

July 2018 | Montblanc
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Three Days to See  - written by Helen Keller

I who am blind can give one hint to those who see - one admonition to those who would make full use of 
the gift of sight: Use your eyes as if tomorrow you would be stricken blind. And the same method can be 
applied to other senses. Hear the music of voices, the song of a bird, the mighty strains of an orchestra, as 
if you would be stricken deaf to-morrow. Touch each object you want to touch as if tomorrow your tactile 

sense would fail. Smell the perfume of flowers, taste with relish each morsel, as if tomorrow you could 
never smell and taste again. Make the most of every sense; glory in all the facets of pleasure and beauty 

which the world reveals to you through the several means of contact which Nature provides. But of all the 
senses, I am sure that sight must be the most delightful.

Thank You


